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ABSTRACT

Alfvén waves can be driven unstable and reach amplitudes at which they cause radial transport of

fast particles [1]. In a tokamak, the coupling of different poloidal harmonics of the Alfvén wave

spectrum produces global wave fields known as Alfvén Eigenmodes (AEs) [2], of which two are

discussed here: Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAEs) [3] and Elliptical Alfvén Eigenmodes (EAEs)

[4]. Knowing the mechanisms for the damping of the AEs can help con-trol the impact they have on

the radial transport of the fast particles. In the absence of direct charge exchange measurements and

if TAEs and EAEs are driven unstable, their measured frequencies can yield an estimate of the bulk

plasma rotation.

1. COMPARISON OF TAE AND EAE DAMPING RATES

On JET, MHD modes can be excited by a pair of saddle coils used as external antennas and programmed

to sweep in frequency [5]. By measuring the response of the plasma at the driven frequencies, the

frequency and the damping rate of a stable mode can be determined.

To compare the damping rates of the n = 1 TAEs and EAEs, a pair of nearly identical, limited,

Ohmic, low elongation (k = 1.34), low triangularity (〈δ〉 = 0.004) discharges with a constant electron

density (ne0 = 2.5 × 1019 m-3), electron temperature (Te0 = 3keV), current (Ip = 2.25MA), and toroidal

magnetic field (BT = 2 Tesla) were used. Figure 1 shows the sweep in the driving frequency for the

two discharges as well as the mode frequency and damping rate for the TAE and EAE observed. The

average frequency of the n = 1 TAE in figure 1 is fTAE = 165kHz, with a damping of γTAE = 2.86 × 104 s-1,

and the average frequency of the n = 1 EAE is fEAE = 333kHz, with a damping of γEAE = 3.10 × 104 s-1.

Identification and determination of the mode structure of the observed TAE and EAE were done

by using the MISHKA-1 [6] ideal MHD normal-mode analysis code. This code was used to find an n

= 1 TAE near the normalized frequency of ωTAE = 2πfTAER/vA(0) = 0.5, where R is the major radius of

the plasma, vA(0) is the Alfvén speed on axis, and an n = 1 EAE near the normalized frequency of

ωEAE = 1.02. Figure 1(right) shows the radial localization as calculated from MISHKA-1 for an n = 1

TAE and for an n = 1 EAE within 10% of the measured frequencies.

The fact that the radially extended TAE and edge localised EAE have similar damping provides a

test for theoretical predictions of AE damping rates. A possible mechanism for the damping of AEs is

mode conversion to short wavelength waves which are then damped by Landau damping [7]. This

mode conversion occurs in regions of low magnetic shear (plasma core) and high magnetic shear

(plasma edge). For the modes shown here, we conjecture that the TAE experiences mode conversion

in both regions, whereas the EAE only experiences mode conversion at the plasma edge. This is

consistent with the EAE damping rate to be lower than the TAE damping rate, as reported here.

2. ROTATION MEASUREMENTS OF TAES AND EAES

Using calibrated [8], toroidally spaced, fast (< 500kHz) magnetic pickup coils, one can determine

the toroidal mode number (n) of magnetic perturbations [9]. Due to rotation of the plasma, a Doppler
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effect shifts the measured frequency of the magnetic perturbation: fmeas = fplasma + nftor + mfpol +

fdia, where fmeas is the measured frequency, fplasma is the frequency of the perturbation in the plasma

frame, ftor is the toroidal rotation frequency of the plasma, fpol is the poloidal rotation frequency of

the plasma, fdia is the diamagnetic drift frequency, and m is the poloidal mode number. Using

neoclassical calculations, as in reference [10], the fpol for the discharge shown in figure 2 is ~100Hz,

and fdia at the expected mode locations was estimated to be ~300Hz. Both are small when compared

to the measured toroidal rotation of 1-9kHz and thus are neglected in this analysis. The Doppler

shift of the frequency of radially localised TAEs and EAEs can provide an alternative method of

determining the bulk plasma rotation in the absence of direct charge exchange measurements [10,11].

If the source is sufficiently strong, many harmonics of the same mode will be excited at the same

radial location, having different mode numbers but the same fplasma. Therefore, the toroidal rotation

and rest frame frequency at the modes’ radial position can be determined by a linear fit of the

measured frequency as a function of the toroidal mode number. The assumption that the TAEs (or

EAEs) exist at the same radial location is not known a priori and must be confirmed either through

modelling (as done here), or through measurements of the location of the AEs by reflectometry,

Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE), or interferometry.

To check the toroidal rotation measurements of the TAEs and EAEs, a sawtoothing dis- charge

that had toroidal rotation measurements of the carbon impurity from Charge Exchange

Recombination Spectroscopy (CXRS) was chosen. Figure 2 shows the behaviour of the TAEs and

EAEs and the calculated toroidal rotation frequencies during a single sawtooth oscillation. The

CXRS measurements of the rotation profile show a peak in rotation on axis (R = 3m) of 9kHz

decreasing monotonically to 1.5kHz at R = 3.75 m. This profile varied by less than 1kHz over an

entire sawtooth period. Using neoclassical calculations [10] and the carbon impurity rotation

measurements, the bulk plasma rotation profile was calculated to be typically 500Hz faster than the

carbon rotation and no more than 1kHz across the entire profile.

To determine locations of the modes using MISHKA-1 [6], an accurate magnetic topology must

be known. For this discharge, the magnetic configuration obtained from the magnetic equilibrium

code EFIT [11] is known to be incorrect because here, q > 1 everywhere, yet the plasma had

sawtooth oscillations. A q profile was reconstructed using information from observed MHD

phenomena and the measured rotation profile from CXRS. The sawtooth inversion radius, and

hence the q = 1 surface, was found from electron temperature profiles measured by ECE to be at

3.33m. An n = 2, m = 4 mode was observed to have a frequency of 3kHz and was assumed to have

zero frequency in the plasma frame, implying that the q = 2 surface must be rotating at 1.5kHz. A

comparison of this frequency to the toroidal rotation profile obtained by CXRS locates the q = 2

surface at 3.75m.

Using this reconstructed q profile, MISHKA-1 [6] was used to find the mode structure of the

n = 4, 5, 6, and 7 TAEs and the n = 3 and 4 EAEs. The mode structure of the TAEs was found to

consist of many poloidal harmonics at R > 3.4m, peaking in magnitude between R = 3.75m and R =
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3.8m. This multiple mode structure makes it difficult to assign a single location to the TAEs. An added

complication is the possibility that these TAEs may not all have the same frequency in the plasma

frame, and MISHKA-1 [6] predicts a frequency offset between the modes of different n of several

kHz. From the model, the EAEs have a simpler structure, are localised around R = 3.3m, and dominated

by the poloidal harmonics m = n - 1, n, n + 1. Since these mode structures were calculated from the

reconstructed q profile shortly before the sawtooth crash, a comparison of the rotation as measured by

CXRS at R = 3.3m (4.7kHz) and EAEs at this time (3kHz) can be done. There is a 1.7kHz discrepancy

in these measurements, implying an error in the assumptions made in the EAE rotation measurement

analysis. A possible explanation could be in the density profile, which was not modified in this analysis.

Were the density made to be more peaked, the location of the EAEs may move to a region of lower

rotation. Work is ongoing to find the cause of this inconsistency.

CONCLUSIONS

The measurements of the damping rate of the radially extended n = 1 TAE and the edge localised

n = 1 EAE for the same discharge conditions provide a test for theoretical predictions of AE damping

rates. Using information from observed MHD phenomena and toroidal rota-tion measurements

from CXRS, the q profile from equilibrium codes has been checked and corrected. Using this

corrected q profile and determining the mode structure of the TAEs and EAEs does not produce

rotation measurements consistent with the directly measured toroidal rotation frequency.
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Figure 1: Plots of the TAE (blue) and EAE (red) mode frequency (a), damping rates (b), and location of the modes in
the Alfvén continuum (c). The solid blue and red lines represent the frequency sweep of the active MHD spectroscopic
system used to measure the mode frequencies and damping rates. The solid lines in the right hand plot represent the
radial extent of the n = 1 TAE and EAE.

Figure 2: Plots of the mode frequency and toroidal mode numbers for TAEs (b) and EAEs (a) over a single sawtooth
period, and of their rotation frequencies determined by the frequency separation of the modes. The sawtooth crashes
are marked by solid vertical lines in plots (a) and (b).
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